Abstract: Quantum confine system in which interactions can be tuned over a vast range may enable profound changes in the way we understand and explore physics of the microscopic realm. For example, it may lead to previously unknown phases of matter and aid in the discovery of new phenomena. Our previous work show that in the molecular cluster regime, the band blue shift associated with cluster growth can be understood by a model that assume electrons are confined to a spherical potential well and the clusters are made of some basic units. A formula is given for the lowest excited electronic state energy. This expression contains an electron-holepair (EHP) delocalization constant ζ as an adjustable parameter which, however, can be anchored to a definite value through the known transition energy at the spectra turn-around point. We also proposed symmetry and probability principles in molecular cluster growth range to explain the molecular cluster electron absorption spectra turn-around phenomena and unusual isotopic properties of small silver bromide clusters. In this paper, based on systematical review of Quasi-Elastic Light Scattering (QELS), Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and Direct Laser Desorption Mass Spectra (DLD-MS) experiments of silver bromide clusters prepared via the electroporation of vesicles, we show how the symmetry and probability principles in molecular cluster growth range can be used to explain the lager silver bromide molecular cluster formation in a bilayer formation mechanism. The λ curve of ∆E vs sphere size R had been proved to be a right curve to describe the molecular cluster quantum confinement behavior. We also defined Electron Delocalized Status (EDS), ζ = 1 , Electron Localized Status (ELS), ζ = 0 and EDS/ELS switch or quantum confinement switch (QCS) in the quantum confine system. These studies pave the theoretical and technical ways for advanced device technology continue shrink and new concept device generation in the atomic and molecular cluster size range.
Introduction
One of the most important property of molecular clusters is the massive changes in physical properties as a function of the size [1] . This is usually called Quantum Size Effects (QSE) [2] . Nanomaterials exhibit physical and chemical properties very different from those of their bulk counterparts, often resulting from enhanced surface interactions or quantum confinement [3] . In the past decades, QSE had found wide range applications including superconductivity [4] , visible light emission [5] , quantum dot photodetectors [6] , and industrial catalysts [7] . QSE study is also very significant to fundamental science since the energy structure in the molecular and atomic stage is well defined by quantum mechanics and in the bulk crystal stage by band theory. However in the intermediate stage, the energy structure has not yet been well modeled [8, 9] . There are many open questions in this stage and new phenomena are sure to be discovered in the future [10, 11, 12] .
The growth of silver halide particles has been the subject of many studies in conjunction with their application in photographic processes [13] and recently molecular devices [14, 15] . The growth mechanism is particularly important in such a process, since the sensitivity of the photographic material depends on its grain size as well as its crystal structure [13, 16, 17] . The QSE properties of AgBr nanoparticles have been studied intensively in several ways so far. They are size dependence of exciton energies [18, 19] , size dependence of exciton lifetime [20, 21, 22, 23] , size dependence of Raman scattering cross section [24, 25, 26] and the size dependence of the UV absorption spectra [27, 28, 29] . Although the QSE of nano AgBr semiconductor quantum dots with diameters exceeding 3 nm have been well characterized [30, 31] , QSEs of AgBr nanoparticles below this size are poor understood. Experimentally synthesize the clusters in this smaller size regime has been extremely challenging since the spontaneous self-aggregation of the constituent molecules must be controlled and halted at the quantum size level [32] . Furthermore, optical detection is hampered by these particles' diminishing scattering and absorption intensities. At this small particle size range, absorption measurements can give information without serious disturbance caused by light scattering, but the challenge is to detect the weak absorption of these small particles [33] . For example, pulse radiolysis was used to study the formation of the AgBr monomer and the (AgBr) 2 dimer in solution. AgBr monomer absorption at 295 nm was successfully observed shift to blue to form dimer (AgBr) 2 at 285 nm [29] . However, the absorption intensity decreasing and the absorption peak broaden made it difficult to observe the trimer and tetramer with this method. Method of preparation of AgBr quantum dots via electroporation of vesicles let us successfully synthesized the AgBr clusters from 5Å to 2nm. For the first time, we observed the entire blue-shift (274nm to 269nm) followed by red-shift (269nm to 273nm) of the absorption band that is associated with the growth of the silver bromide clusters. The turn-around point is at 269 nm [32] . The molecular and electronic structures and UV absorption spectra of neutral (AgBr) n clusters (n =1-9) were investigated in both the gas phase and in a dielectric medium by Ab initio density functional theory (DFT). The computational results parallel the experimental trends and predict that the maximum blue shift occurs at the trimer or the tetramer [34] . By using direct laser desorption mass spectra, we successfully observed (Ag 2 Br) + , (Ag 3 Br 2 ) + , and (Ag 4 Br 3 ) + clusters in the same three samples that were used in the UV absorption experiments. For the first time, we experimentally confirm that the turn-around point cluster structure is (Ag 3 Br 2 )
+ . This is very close to our theoretical prediction [35, 36] . In our previous work [9] ,we use symmetry and probability principles in molecular cluster growth range to explain why the cluster UV absorption have such wide band and it takes so long time to observe the band shift, why DLD-TOF-MS spectra show an unsymmetrical cluster finger peaks for small clusters and why the large clusters have much lower DLD-TOF-MS spectra intensity. In this paper, we systematical reviewed Quasi-Elastic Light Scattering (QELS), Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and Direct Laser Desorption Mass Spectra (DLD-MS) experimental results of silver bromide clusters prepared via the electroporation of vesicles, and again use the symmetry and probability principles in molecular cluster growth range to explain the lager silver bromide molecular cluster formation in a bilayer formation mechanism. The experimental discussion and summaries can be used to make the cation, anion and neutral molecular clusters via the electroporation of vesicles and this paves the way to form the molecular cluster source for the selective molecular cluster deposition technology [37, 38] . The λ curve of ∆E vs sphere size R had been proved to be a right curve to describe the molecular cluster quantum confinement behavior. We also defined Electron Delocalized Status (EDS), Electron Localized Status (ELS), and EDS/ELS switch or quantum confinement switch (QCS) in the quantum confine system. These studies pave the way for advanced device technology continue shrink and new concept device generation in the atomic and molecular cluster size range.
Studies of Bi-layers Growth Mechanism of Silver
Bromide Clusters Prepared Via Electroporation of Vesicles
Quasi-Elastic Light Scattering (QELS) Studies
The mean hydrodynamic diameter of the vesicles was determined at 25
• C by QELS using a Brookhaven BI-200SM multiangle goniometer in conjunction with an argon ion laser light source (514.5 nm, 20-80 mW) and a 72-channel BI-2030 digital correlator. The performance of the instrument was evaluated by calibration using a polystyrene latex standard of 200 nm diameter. All measurements were carried out at a 90 degree scattering angle. The QELS data were analyzed by the nonnegative least-squares method. The phospholipid surfactant dioleoylphospahatidylcholine (DOPC, from Avanti Polar Lipids) was used without further purification. After evaporating the chloroform solvent and drying under reduced pressure, large multilamellar vesicles (MLV) were prepared by hydrating the dry lipid film with a 0.01 M aqueous solution of the molecule to be encapsulated (AgClO 4 , Fluka, 99.9%) through mixing (Vortex-2 Ge-nie) for about 10 min at room temperature. The resulting solution of MLV with Ag + both entrapped and in the bulk medium had a lipid concentration of 4 mg/mL. To prepare unilamellar vesicles, the MLV suspension was extruded five times (Extruder, Lipex Biomembranes) through two stacked polycarbonate filters of pore size 200 nm under nitrogen pressure of up to 3.4 atm. Figure 1 (a) left show the phospholipid surfactant DOPC vesicle diagram and chemical formula. Figure 1 (a) right show that at 25
• C the size distribution of pure DOPC vesicles in water. The size distribution of DOPC vesicles containing entrapped Ag + ions, and Br − ions in the bulk prior to electroporation are shown in Figure 1 (b) and after electroporation are shown in Figure 1(c) . The mean hydrodynamic diameters of them are 132nm, 136nm and 139nm respectively. We found that both the Ag + metal ions and the (AgBr) n cluster affect little on the size of DOPC vesicles. These results are similar to what we obtained before [34] and are common since PC vesicles are usually stable against aggregation in the presence of multivalent metal ions because of their electroneutrality [39] .
FTIR Studies
To study the interactions of PC vesicles with metal ions or AgBr clusters by IR. It is very important to get the dry films. To get the dry films for IR experiment, we used double polished silicon chips. These chips have area 2cm × 1cm and are transparency to IR light. They were emerged in the sample solution, and then evaporate the water solvent in a Rotavac under aspiration. After evaporating the solvent and drying under reduced pressure, the hydrated films were formed on the surface of double polished silicon chips. The silicon chips were then moved to the dry filter papers in a desiccator carefully without touch the polish silicon surface which had the sample film to be detected by the IR. The desiccator is connected to a vacuum pump. We pump the desiccator 30 minutes and then let sample dry in the vacuum desiccator about 4 hours before doing the FTIR experiments. The FTIR spectra were recorded by a Bruker VECTOR22 spectrameter, equipped with a DTGS detector in the double sided, forward-backward acquisition mode. Each spectrum was collected at a nominal 4cm −1 resolution. The IR studies contain three parts. The first part describes the possible cation ions interaction with the unilamellar DOPC vesicles. The second part describes the possible anion ions interaction with the unilamellar DOPC vesicles. The third part describe the IR spectra of unilamellar DOPC vesicles containing entrapped Ag + ions, and Br − ions in the bulk prior to and after electroporation. Table 1 . To study these interactions, the IR of pure unilamellar DOPC vesicles were studied first. The pure unilamellar DOPC vesicle solution has a lipid concentration 2 mg/ml. The spectra are very similar to that for the solid state DOPC [40] . The spectra has been shown in Figure 2 (a). The assignment of the vibrational peaks had been listed in Table 1 according to references [41, 42] . Among these peaks, the most interesting ones can be divided into two parts. The first part are the vibrational bands related to the DOPC choline group [43, 44] . These are negative center P O These are exactly what we see in the following text. The second part is the bending vibrational mode related to the two (CH 2 ) n tail of DOPC δ(CH 2 ) n at 1465 cm −1 . This band should very sensitive to those particle attachments on the tails. This will cause the bending vibration slow down and even vanished.
To characterize the interaction of cations with the surface of DOPC vesicles, the 0.01M AgClO 4 aqueous solution was used to hydrate the dry DOPC lipid film to get a lipid concentration 2 mg/ml. The resulting large multilamellar vesicles (MLV) solution were then changed to unilamellar vesicle solution according to the procedure described in the experimental section. This sample solution were then used to prepare IR samples. The IR spectra of this sample has been shown in Table 1 . From Table 1 , we can see that the vibrational bands that correspond to the negative center P O 
Compare to the obvious interaction between Ag + ions and DOPC vesicles, it was found that K + ions has little interaction with the DOPC vesicles. This was done by substituting 0.01M AgClO 4 aqueous solution with 0.01M KBr aqueous solution to hydrate the DOPC dry film to get the 2 mg/ml lipid solution. The IR spectra peaks intensity and position had been listed in Table  1 . We can see that the K + ions have little effects on the DOPC spectra. One possible reason for this is that K + ions have the ionic radius 151 pm which are much larger than that of Ag + ions, 115 pm. Thus Ag + ions will be more easier to attack the surface of DOPC and have much larger interactions with DOPC than K + ions. Similar spectra characterizations were also found in the IR studies of the behavior of the single spreading mono layers of DOPC on sub phases containing N a + or Ca
2+
ions [40] . If the ionic radius is an important effect for the ions-vesicle interaction, one might expect to see the anion -DOPC vesicle interaction by chose compound which has small anionic radius and large cationic radius. CsF compound was chosen for this purpose, which Cs + has the ionic radius 174 pm and F − has the ionic radius 133 pm. To characterize the interaction of F − ions with the surface of unilamellar DOPC vesicles, the 0.01M CsF aqueous solution was used to hydrate the dry DOPC lipid film to get a lipid concentration 2 mg/ml. The resulting large multilamellar vesicles (MLV) solution were then changed to unilamellar vesicle solution according to the procedure described in the experimental section. This sample solution were then used to prepare IR samples. The IR spectra peaks intensity and position had been listed in Table 1 . Unfortunately, compare to pure unilamellar DOPC IR spectra, there are little change which means that little interaction between F − anions and DOPC vesicles. The possible reason will be discussed. Now let us concentrated on the IR spectra of DOPC vesicle solution of concentration 2 mg/ml with 0.01M Ag + ions inside and 0.01M Br − outside vesicle prior to 2 ) at 1090 cm −1 kept unchanged. Also the difference between the intensity of asymmetric stretching vibration and the symmetric stretching vibration just increased a little compare to the IR spectra of pure DOPC vesicles. These slight change in wave number and intensity could be understood by the attacking of positive silver ions inside the vesicle on the negative center P O − 2 . The positive center C − N + − C vibrational model ν as (C − N + − C) at 970 cm −1 still kept unchanged. This means that the positive center C − N + − C was still not attacked by the anion ions due to the space screen effects of three methyl groups. The interesting thing is that the partial positive center
The bending vibrational mode related to the two (CH 2 ) n tail of DOPC δ(CH 2 ) n at 1465 cm −1 had moved to 1418 cm −1 and the intensity decreased a lot. This means that the partial positive centers CO − O − C + were attacked by the anion ions and the two (CH 2 ) n tail might be attached with anion particles. Another characterization of the anion ions interaction with the vesicle surface is that the intensity of the partial positive centerCO −O −C + vibrational model ν s (CO −O −C + ) at 1062 cm −1 now is larger than that of the negative center P O ) at 1090 cm −1 kept unchanged. But the difference between the intensity of asymmetric stretching vibration and the symmetric stretching vibration had increased a lot compare to the IR spectra of pure DOPC vesicles. This spectra characterization is very similar to that of Ag + ions interaction with the surface of the vesicles, which might mean a weak cation ions-DOPC surface interaction . We do observed the (Ag 2 Br) + , (Ag 3 Br 2 ) + and(Ag 4 Br 3 ) + clusters formed in the same sample by MALTI mass spectrascopy [35, 9] . The positive center
, and 1466 cm −1 respectively. These mean that the positive center C − N + − C, partial positive center CO − O − C + may not been attacked by the anion ions and the two (CH 2 ) n tail may not been attached with particles. We might conclude that in the interaction between the AgBr clusters and the surface of the DOPC vesicles, there might exist some positive charged clusters. No negative clusters were observed to interaction with the DOPC vesicles by IR.
Now it is interesting to answer the questions that why we can not observe the anion-DOPC vesicle interaction in the case of CsF while in the case of DOPC vesicle solution of concentration 2mg/ml with 0.01M Ag + ions inside and 0.01M Br − outside vesicle prior to electroporation we do. As described before, the synthetic phospholipid DOPC has a zwittefionic head group. The head group is rotating and well ordered at surface of vesicles. There may exist a small size gap between each odered head group. Since all the experiments had shown that no anions can reach the positive center C − N + − C of the head group during the space screen of three methyl group, the possible ions that may attack the surface of DOPC vesicles are the cations with small enough size which can go through the head channel to attack the negative center P O − 2 . In our case, Ag + ions satisfy all the conditions. That's why we can observe the strong interactions between silver cations and the DOPC vesicles. F − ions may have suitable size, but they are anions. K + is cation, but its size may be too large to go through the head group gap channel. That is why both F − and K + have no obvious interactions with the DOPC vesicles. The next interesting thing is to answer why in the case of DOPC vesicle solution of concentration 2 mg/ml with 0.01M Ag + ions inside and 0.01M Br − outside vesicle prior to electroporation we do observe the strong interaction between Br − ions and DOPC vesicles. From the procedure to prepare this solution we know that first we need prepare Ag + both inside and outside the vesicle. We know that silver ions can have strong interaction with the negative center P O − 2 of head group of the DOPC. After this interaction, the ordered head groups may be changed due to the static electronic repulsion between occupied silver ions and the positive center C − N + − C of the head group. This may open a large gap between the two ordered head groups. This has been shown in Figure 2 (a)middle insert picture. At this time , when the Br − ions solution add in, the Br − ions can go through the large gap to attack the partial positive center in the tail close to the head as it has been shown in Figure 2 (a)middle insert picture. This is exactly what we see from the IR spectra as we described before. The direct laser desorption (DLD) mass spectra were acquired using a home built linear time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer in which samples are introduced through Table 2 : Comparison of the DLD mass peaks observed in the experiment with those calculated from the isotopic formula for all peaks of (AgBr) 4 cluster and max merge peaks of (AgBr) 8 cluster a hole in the center of the repeller electrode in the TOF source region [45] . Laser desorption is performed using an Oriel N2 laser(337nm) operating at a repetition rate of ca. 3Hz and adjusted to intensities ca. 10% above threshold for analyte ion formation using a variable neutral density filter.
The Direct
Figure 4: Silver bromide neutral and ion cluster structures with the lowest energies from the monomer to nanomer and their symmetries.
In our previous work [35, 9] , by using direct laser desorption mass spectra, we successfully observed (Ag 2 Br) + , (Ag 3 Br 2 ) + and(Ag 4 Br 3 ) + clusters in the same three samples that were used in the UV absorption experiments. For the first time, we experimentally confirm that the turn-around point cluster structure is (Ag 3 Br 2 )
+ . The DLD MS spectra of the three observed (Ag 2 Br) + , (Ag 3 Br 2 ) + and(Ag 4 Br 3 ) + clusters have an unsymmetrical cluster finger peaks and also the larger the clusters size, the lower DLD-TOF-MS spectra intensity. Also we can observe all the peaks predicted by the isotopic formula calculation for the small (Ag 2 Br) + cluster but not for the large (Ag 4 Br 3 ) + cluster. All these can be explained by symmetry and probability principle in molecular cluster growth range we proposed in the previous work.
Naturally 81 Br has 49.31% natural abundance and 80.9162906u isotopic mass. By considering these isotopic effects, all the peaks observed in the experiment can be assigned exactly within the error range of the experiment. For (Ag n Br + (n−1) ) ionic cluster, the number of predicted observe peak N is N = 2n (1) the pattern of the number of predicted merge peak is 1 : 2 : 3 : ... : n − 1 : n : n : n − 1 : ... : 3 : 2 : 1 (2) the number of overall peak N T is
For Ag n Br n neutral cluster, the number of predicted observe peak N is
the pattern of the number of predicted merge peak is 1 : 2 : 3 : ... : n − 1 : n : n + 1 : n : n − 1 : ... : 3 : 2 : 1 (5) the number of overall peak N T is
In this work, we report the DLD MS spectra of sample that have UV absorption red-shift end point (273 nm) at large mass range. As shown in Figure 3 and Table 2 , we only observed one broad peak center at 780 for tetramer and one broad peak center at 1560 for octamer. It is reasonable to assign this center position to the calculated peak with largest peak merge number. For the tetramer, this is 751 with largest peak merge number 5 and for the octamer, this is 1502 with largest peak merge number 9. So there has a difference between the experiment data and the calculated data. For the tetramer, the difference is 29 and for the octamer, the difference is 58. Where does this difference come from? We will discuss it in the next section. The peak assignments have been shown in Table 2 . To our surprise, although our theoretical work predict there should have structure stable pentamer with C s symmetry, hexamer with C 2h symmetry and heptamer with C s symmetry as shown in Figure 4 , we didn't observe them. We only observed tetramer with T d symmetry and octamer with D 2d symmetry with much lower intensity compare to (Ag 2 Br) + cluster. Why? This will also be discussed in next section.
Bi-layers Growth Mechanism of Silver Bromide Clusters Prepared Via Electroporation of Vesicles
In molecular and small cluster size range, several growth mechanism of silver bromide clusters have been proposed. By using stopped-flow method, where the concentration of the bromide ions is much larger than the concentration of silver ions in the solution, both Tanaka [46] and Ehrlich [17] proposed the following polybromoargentate mechanism:
Here, n is the number of silver-bromide ion pairs needed for the formation of a primary particle (nucleus) of silver bromide, and was estimated to be 4. Symbol i represents the number of excess bromide ions present in the transient complex. Symbol j has been used to include the possibility that the particles are negatively charged due to adsorbed or bonded excess bromide ions (polynuclear complex anions). This mechanism is supported by the observation of the 230nm UV absorption band which was assigned to be the transient polybromoargentate complex anions AgBr
, (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) in both of their experiments. This can be a good example method to make the anion molecular clusters and we call it anion molecular cluster growth mechanism By using the pulse radiolysis method [29] , where the concentration of the bromide ions produced in the solution is almost the same as the concentration of silver ions in the solution, we had proposed the following growth mechanism:
We reported the observation of AgBr monomer with the UV absorption band at 295nm and the AgBr dimer with the UV absorption band at 285nm [29] . Based on our previous theoretical calculation of the neutral and ionic silver bromide cluster structure shown in Figure 4 , this kind of growth mechanism can be described clearly as shown in Figure 5a and b. This can be a good example method to make the cation molecular clusters and we call it cation molecular cluster growth mechanism 4 (AgBr) 4 c Figure 5 : Diagram for the example reaction of (a)Ag
Our experiments that prepared the AgBr clusters via the electroporation of vesicles let us observed the entire blue-shift (274nm to 269nm) followed by red-shift (269nm to 273nm) of the absorption band that is associated with the growth of the silver bromide clusters. In this experiment, the following growth mechanism was proposed [32] :
The third reaction equation is added based on the DLD-MS experimental observation that described in the previous section and an example of the third reaction has been shown in Figure 5c . The 4th reaction equation is a generalized reaction equation of the third one. Here m, n, l, p can be the integer number. This can be a good example method to make the neutral molecular clusters and we call it neutral molecular cluster growth mechanism.
To understand those growth mechanisms that proposed in different experiment conditions and their UV absorption spectra behavior, we present the results of our theoretical studies on both neutral silver bromide clusters ((AgBr) n , n = 1 − 9) [34] and silver bromide ion clusters((Ag n Br n−1 ) + , n = 2 − 4) [35, 36] , the theoretically predicted stable silver bromide clusters and their symmetry have been described in Figure 4 . In the previous section, our DLD-Mass spectra only observed tetramer and octamer. This can be understood by the silver bromide cluster symmetry shown in Figure 4 . Since in the tetramer to octamer mass range, tetramer and octamer have the highest cluster symmetry. T d and D 2d , based on the symmetry and probability principle in molecular cluster growth range: although pentamer with C s symmetry, hexamer with C 2h symmetry and heptamer with C s symmetry have high probability to form the clusters, but they are NOT stable, they can be easily decomposed to the more stable cluster tetramer with T d symmetry plus other smaller clusters that have much higher probability and stability. And two stable tetramer with T d symmetry can then form a relative stable octamer with D 2d symmetry as shown in Figure 5c . Another problem in the DLD-TOF-Mass spectra experiments is that there has a difference between the experiment data and the calculated data. For the tetramer, the difference is 29 and for the octamer, the difference is 58. Where are the difference come from? This can be understood by the bi-layers growth mechanism of silver bromide clusters prepared via electroporation of vesicles as described in Figure 6 . Figure 6a is a local enlarged diagram show that entrapped Ag + ions in the DOPC membrane left side and outside Br − ions in the right side. Figure 6b describe during the electroporation, the DOPC membrane open the hole channel and allow the Ag + ions come out to react with Br − ions to form the silver bromide molecular clusters on the DOPC membrane surface according to the reaction equations described in the positive ion cluster growth mechanism. And this had be described in Figure 5a and b. This forms the first layer silver bromide clusters and we call it surface layer cluster formation. It is reasonable to assume some clusters formed in the surface layer can gain enough kinetic energy to go to the bulk solution and form larger clusters in the bulk and we call it bulk layer cluster formation. This had been described in Figure 6c . Based on our IR studies, we know that in our case, both silver and bromide ions can have strong interaction with DOPC. It is reasonable to assume during the cluster formation process, the clusters bring some carbon residual from DOPC with it, then it will change the cluster mass spectra. In our case, we can assume the tetramer cluster bring a CH 2 CH 3 residuals, which has a mass close to 29. Two these kinds of tetramers form the octamer will have 58 mass difference compare to pure octamer silver bromide clusters. This is exactly we observed in our DLD-Mass spectra experiments. Silver clusters formation inside AgBr clusters had been detected in our early experiments of surface enhanced Raman scattering of pyridine in AgBr Sol [47, 48] . It was found that Ag 4 cluster gives the largest contribution to the SERS intensity [49, 48] and the intensity change can be used to study the nano AgBr cluster fractal aggregation structures [50, 48] . The DLD-MS studies of the larger silver bromide cluster formation agree well with the previous studies since both tetramer and octamer contain Ag 4 clusters inside them. From the studies of Quasi-Elastic Light Scattering (QELS), FTIR, DLD-Mass spectra experiments, we know that cation and neutral molecular clusters can be prepared via the electroporation of vesicles. For the anion molecular clusters, it can be formed by the anion molecular formation mechanism we discussed above. The formation of the cation, anion and neutral molecular cluster source is a very important part for the selective molecular cluster deposition technology as shown in Figure 7 . A beam of ions contains different ionic clusters which are then selected for deposition by passing the beam through a filter in which different apertures select clusters based on size and orientation [37, 38] . From technology point of view, this paves the way for advanced device technology continue shrink and new concept device generation in the atomic and molecular cluster size range. We show in our previous work that Quantum Confinement Effects of molecular clusters can be understood by a model that assume electrons are confined to a spherical potential well and the clusters are made of some basic units [8] . A formula is given for the lowest excited electronic state energy.
• ζR
This expression contains an electron delocalization constant ζ. The same model without considering the electrons localization confinement, the lowest excited electronic state energy can be described by the following formula:
Here n is the quantum number of highest occupied orbital. These two formulas describe a λ curve of ∆E vs sphere size R. As experimental method can enable to synthesize heavy monomer and dimer molecular clusters such as silver bromide clusters, this λ curve had been proved to be a right curve to describe the molecular cluster quantum confinement behavior. Figure 8 shows the experimental and theoretical data compare for the electronic absorption energy gap change vs cluster size at molecular cluster range. The blue diamond dots are ab initio HF and density functional theory (DFT) calculation results for AgBr neutral and ion clusters listed in Figure 4 . Two blue triangle dots are pulse radiolysis experimental results for silver bromide monomer and dimers. Pink square dots are calculated from energy band theory and yellow square dots are reverse micelle synthetic experimental data. The blue line and red line are the fitting lines for these data and form exactly a λ curve as we saw before. From previous studies we know that there can have two extreme status within the quantum confinement range R. Electron Delocalized Status (EDS), ζ = 1 when the electrons are completely delocalized and Electron Localized Status (ELS), ζ = 0 when the electrons are completely localized. We can define an EDS/ELS switch within quantum confinement range R as following: Any interactions with the quantum confinement system within range R that can cause the switches between EDS and ELS is called EDS/ELS switch or quantum confinement switch (QCS). The interactions can be thermal [51] , optical [52] , magnetic [53, 54] , electric [55, 56] or mechanical [57] etc as shown in Figure 9 [83] , SiC device [84] , High Electron Mobility Transistor (HEMT) [85] and micro-electromechanical system (MEMS) devices [86] etc. As technology node continues to shrink, vertical transistor becomes one of the most attractive post-Fin Field Effect Transistor (FinFET) device architectures. However to implement the multi throsheld voltage on the vertical devices become extrme charlenge since the requriement of deposition and strip of multi different work function material layers within limited small space [14] . With EDS/ELS switch or QCS, this can be solved easily, for the p channel device, just confine the cation molecular clusters within the channel, using gate to control the EDS/ELS switch, when it is in the EDS, the top and bottom electrode will get connected, when in the ELS, the top and bottom electrode connection will be broken. Same mechanism can be used to build n channel devices with anion clusters confined in the channel, different size neutral or ion cluster confined in the channel for Vt adjustment and mixing type clusters confined in the channel for multi Vt and multi channel length transistor as shown in Figure 10 .
EDS/ELS switch or QCS can also be used to develop new concept of transistors in the molecular cluster size range, this has been shown in Figure 11 . Figure 11a shows a EDS/ELS switch or QCS new concept transistor realized by only one cation cluster confined in a via structure. This can be manufactured by the selective molecular cluster process using a hole size controllable device as shown in Figure 7 and described in previous sections [37, 38] . Figure 11b and c show a EDS/ELS switch transistor with confined anion and neutral molecular clusters. Figure 11d shows a new concept EDS/ELS switch or QCS transistor switched by different type interactions. The red contacts is for thermal, the yellow is for optical, the blue is for magnetic, the green is for electric and the gray is for mechanical etc interaction switch as described in Figure 9 and previous section.
Conclusion
The studies of QELS, FTIR, DLD-Mass spectra experiments show that cation and neutral molecular clusters can be prepared via the electroporation of vesicles. The symmetry and probability principles in molecular cluster growth range was used to explain the lager silver bromide molecular clusters tetramer and octamer formation in a bilayer formation mechanism. Both DLD-MS studies of the larger silver bromide cluster formation and previous studies reveal that the Ag 4 clusters play an important rule during the larger silver bromide clusters growth. The anion molecular clusters formation mechanism also discussed in this paper. The formation of the cation, anion and neutral molecular cluster source is a very important part for the selective molecular cluster deposition technology. The λ curve had been proved to be a right curve to describe the molecular cluster quantum confinement behavior. We also defined EDS, ELS, and EDS/ELS switch or QCS in the quantum confine system. These studies pave the ways for advanced device technology continue shrink and new concept device generation in the atomic and molecular cluster size range.
